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ABSTRACT
Internet of Things (IoT) is changing the way we live. Now everyday objects are being
connected to the Internet from thermostats to CCTV cameras, from refrigerators to watches. The
type and volume of data flowing in and out of the devices are at an unprecedented level. While
the industries are focusing on connecting everything to the Internet without focusing on security,
IoT related cyber-attacks have touched record heights. One of the challenges when dealing with
security of the Internet of Things is that there is no standardization of protocols or platforms to be
used. New protocols and platforms are being developed now and then. There is a lack of
understanding of how these platform work. Apple’s HomeKit and Google’s Android Things are
two of the most promising IoT platforms. In the first half of this thesis, we look at the security
challenges of IoT and try to explain how Apple’s HomeKit and Google’s Android Things works
along with the security features built in them.
Most of the security problems are usually attributed to the incorrect implementation of
different protocols. IoT devices rely on different protocols to talk with each other. Thus, it
becomes very important for IoT devices to test the implementation of that protocol rigorously.
Protocol fuzzers are one of the most widely used tools for testing the implementation. But the
problem with the current protocol fuzzers is that usually, they are not optimal, inefficient, timeconsuming and do not cover all the possible inputs. In the second half of this thesis, we propose
an efficient model for an IoT protocol fuzzer. We harness the power of state machine and packet
representation to not blindly mutate the data input, but also mutate the states in the state machine.
We mutate based on context, timings, feedback/fitness, probability code coverage along with
standard mutation operator. We implemented this design to test it on an IP camera and got two
Denial of Service (DoS) vulnerabilities that were being caused by sending one malformed packet
with special characters.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Internet of things or IoT is the interconnection of everyday objects using the Internet to
enable them to send and receive data. Although the term IoT has been around since the late
1990s, it has taken off in last five years. IoT has now forayed into most of the industries including
transportation, healthcare, agriculture and so on. It is changing the way people are living their
life. It is making our everyday devices like a plug, thermostat or a watch smarter by making them
intelligent. IoT has been growing exponentially in last few years. In 2009 number of connected
(IoT) devices had surpassed the number of people living on this planet. In 2020 it is estimated
that there will be 20.41 billion IoT devices [1]. With the introduction of devices like Fitbit, Apple
watch, Nest Learning Thermostat, Samsung French Door (refrigerator), etc. this trend is still
growing. We are moving into the world where everything is connected, and we are moving fast.

1.1 Security of Internet of Things
IoT devices are not just computing devices where we give some input and get back some output.
IoT devices apart from processing data can be capable of performing actions as well. For
example, a smart thermostat can remotely change your house’s temperature from 70° F to 120° F
or can unlock your house’s door just by a tap. In short, there can be some severe consequences if
these IoT devices controlled by an adversary. We have already seen how hackers are exploiting
the vulnerabilities of IoT devices. Hackers have exploited IoT device to launch the biggest DDoS
attack ever recorded [2], infected thermostats with ransomware [3], hacked cardiac devices [4]
and much more. There are plenty of challenges when it comes to securing IoT devices which we
1

discuss in this work. There is no standardization among IoT devices when it comes to the
protocols or platforms they use. Data IoTs generate is diverse and large in volume. There is lack
of understanding on how the new and upcoming IoT platforms work. Thus, we study two of the
most promising platforms Apple’s HomeKit and Google’s Android Things. Apple's HomeKit is a
framework that can be used to control, communicate or configure compatible IoT devices. It has a
lot of security features from a dedicated encryption co-processor to be built into the devices to
End-to-End encryption. Google's Android thing (previously called Brillo) is an operating system
developed for IoTs. It’s a lower level version of the Android operating system to be used with
low-power and memory constrained devices. Android Things has a lot of security features like
verified boot, SE-Linux based access control, Over-the-Air updates and so on. One of the main
features of Android Things is that it reduces the cost of securing a device for the
developer/manufacturer.
Fuzzing is software testing technique that is used to find coding errors and security
loopholes. Fuzzing tests the implementation of a program with a variety of inputs. In fuzzing
some random data is provided as input to get the application under test to crash. Once a crash is
detected, we try to find the cause and check for an exploitable vulnerability.
Although this technique is random and simple, its benefit-cost ratio is very high [5] thus
it is more effective than other common techniques and is often used with other proven debugging
and testing methods like black box testing, beta testing, etc.
Protocol fuzzers are one of the most widely used tools for testing the implementation of
protocols. But the problem with the protocol fuzzers is that usually, they are not optimal,
inefficient, time-consuming and do not cover all the possible inputs.
Working off a fuzzer is usually divided into following major tasks: seed generation, input
mutation, feedback mechanism and fitness function. We focus on Input mutation so that it
remains orthogonal to remaining tasks and can be used along with other commercial off-the shelf-
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tools. We propose to create an efficient framework for fuzzing IoT protocols. We create a state
machine of protocols and then use directed graph to represent them. We then start with one of
paths and start our mutation for fuzzing. Instead of blindly mutating we mutate based on time,
context and location along with the standard mutation operators. We tested our design on an IP
based camera and found out two vulnerabilities which were being caused because of the inability
of the camera to handle malformed packet containing special characters. We also compared our
tool with a widely used opensource tool called American Fuzzy Lop (AFL). We compared our
tool in terms of how fast it can create a diverse set of inputs, and we found out that our tool was
able to generate a special character packet much faster than AFL.

1.3 Organization
Chapter 2 lays out the background information required to understand the technical
details of the fuzzing framework and describes the related work. Chapter 3 discusses the current
IoT security landscape including the current security challenges and how Apple and Google are
trying to secure IoTs. Chapter 4 describes the challenges and our design of the mutation based
protocol fuzzer. Chapter 5 shows the evaluation of our work on an IP camera and the results. We
end with Chapter 6 as a conclusion summarizing our result and some possible future research
ideas.

3

Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
This chapter gives a short introduction to fuzzing as a software testing technique. Section
2.1 gives an introduction to testing, different testing techniques and where does the fuzzing fit.
Section 2.2 describes fuzzing and related work.

2.1 Testing
Testing is a process of finding bugs in a software and to make sure that the software
meets the requirements. Software testing makes sure that the software meets the requirements that
guided its design and development and meets the expectation of its stakeholders. A software is
tested to make sure it is usable, has the ability to respond correctly to all kinds of input within an
acceptable time and is free from any security loophole.
Testing techniques can be divided in a hierarchy like shown in Figure 2-1. First, the
testing technique is divided into static and dynamic testing. In static testing, the test is performed
without actually executing programs. The analysis is either performed on a version of source code
or object code.Static testing involves verification via reviews, walkthroughs or inspection. It is
usually implicit like when programming tools/text editors check source code structure or
compilers (pre-compilers) check syntax and data flow. Dynamic testing involves execution of the
code with some test cases. It is done for validation by analyzing the output for a set of test input
cases. Output can be analyzed at each step along with inspection of memory and change in
program flow. Other dynamic methods include testing code coverage and unit testing.
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Dynamic testing can further be divided into Black box testing and White box testing. In
black box testing, the software provided to us is like a black box. We do not know any details
about how the software is written. The only we know is what kind of inputs is expecting and what
output to expect. Here we test the behavior of the software. Hence it is also called behavior-based
testing. In white box testing, we have all information related to the software including the source
code. Since we are aware of the structure, we also call this structural testing.
Black and white box testing both can further be divided into functional and nonfunctional testing. Functional testing is designed to test specific functionalities of the software
while other qualities like portability, maintainability, etc. are tested by non-functional testing.
There are various techniques for black box testing like boundary value analysis,
experience-based testing, random testing and so on. Out of theses, random testing is the basis for
the fuzzers. In random testing, random inputs are sent to the software so as to get a crash or an
error. This where fuzzing comes into the picture.

Software
Testing

Dynamic

Black box

Functional

Static

White box

Non
Functional

Figure 2-1 Classification of software testing techniques

2.2 Fuzzing
Fuzzing is a dynamic testing method that is used to identify vulnerabilities by entering
unexpected or malformed input. For example, if a software excepts us to enter our name but we
5

end up putting random system-level metacharacters expecting to find some crash or exception. It
can also be termed as the brute-force way of guessing inputs until a specified condition (like an
exception or a crash) is met. It is one of the most popular software testing methods as it is fast,
simple and effective [5]. Fuzzing is not necessarily random in fact most of the popular fuzzers
use some methods or hints in order to become a little smarter and avoid worst-case time
complexity of brute force approach [6]. Fuzzing techniques can be divided into different
categories based on various factors.
Based on how the inputs are being generated we can classify a fuzzer as either mutation
based or generation based. Mutation-based fuzzers are comparatively more popular and are
widely used. These type of fuzzers usually start with a seed input and then based on some
heuristic or operator a part of that seeds is modified (or mutated) to create a new test input. Thus,
it is very important to have a valid and efficient seed to being with. There are different mutation
strategies which can be employed. One of most popular one is the genetic mutation. Generation
based fuzzers unlike mutation based fuzzers create the input from scratch. For generation based
fuzzer to be successful, it must have some knowledge about the input so that the inputs are
generated as per the syntax, and most of them do not get rejected.
Based on awareness of the input structure we can classify a fuzzer as either dumb or
smart. If the fuzzer generates the inputs completely randomly without any knowledge of expected
input, then it is called dumb fuzzer. If the fuzzer applies some heuristic after knowing how
expected input looks like, then it can be called as a smart fuzzer. Smart fuzzers are very important
when you have to fuzz applications requiring highly structured inputs.
Based on awareness of the target system, we can classify fuzzers as white box fuzzers,
black box fuzzers, and grey box fuzzers. When fuzzer has a complete knowledge of the target it is
testing then it is called white box fuzzer, and if it has no knowledge, then we call it black box
fuzzer and if it has some knowledge then it is called grey box fuzzer.
6

Based on the type of inputs a fuzzer generates we can classify a fuzzers as either a filebased fuzzer or network-based fuzzer. File-based fuzzer can fuzz when the inputs can be read
from a file. Network-based fuzzer uses packets instead of files.

Inputs

Awareness

Target

Type of
I/Ps

Generation
based

Dumb

Grey box

File based

Mutation
based

Smart

White box

Network
based

Black box

Figure 2-2 Types of fuzzers

The most common type of fuzzer is feedback based mutation fuzzer. Its working is
divided into four steps. First, some test case (seed) is given, to begin with. That seed is sent to
mutation engine. Second, mutation engine mutates the seed and keeps a log. Third, the mutated
input is then sent to target which may or may not result in a fault or crash. In both the cases, some
information is sent to the analysis engine which works as a feedback. Fourth, the result of the
analysis is sent to mutation engine to mutate the incoming inputs in a better way.
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Figure 2-3 Working of a mutation based fuzzer

Another widely used fuzzer is a Genetic algorithm based fuzzer. In this, an i/p is evolved by
using genetic operators such as selection, crossover, and mutation. Some sample population of
inputs is chosen and then evaluated by sending them to target or just using some evaluation
function. If the program crashes we get one of vulnerable input if the target program does not
crash, then the remaining inputs are forwarded to evolve either by some mutation or crossover
with the other input and then go back to evaluate function.

Initialize I/P
[Population]

No Crash

Evaluate
Crash

Select the
remaining

Result
Figure 2-4 Working of a genetic algorithm based fuzzer
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/ Mutate

There has been some qualitative work on fuzzing. Wang et al. [7] proposed Skyfire, a
seed generation technique for a fuzzer leveraging power of the probabilistic context-sensitive
grammar(PCSG). It is designed for programs whose inputs are highly structured files which are
guarded by syntax and semantic rules. The end goal is to generate good, diverse, uncommon and
valid seeds that a fuzzer can start with. Thus, can easily be used with other fuzzing tools. The
output of Skyfire will be the input of a fuzzer. It takes a corpus and grammar for the input and
produces probabilistic context-sensitive grammar which has a pool of production rules. Thus,
PCSF specifies both syntaxes as well as semantic rules. These production rules are associated
with a context and a probability value. Probability value tells the probability of a production rule
being applied under a given context. Based on the set of production rules seeds are generated
iteratively. Seeds are then filtered based on code coverage that they can provide. Remaining seeds
are then randomly mutated. But their technique is applicable only when we have well-defined
grammars which in most of the case not publicly available. It can be learned by observing a
corpus, but it may lack the coverage as there no quality control over Corpus. They do the
mutations randomly and only at the terminal nodes of AST.
Shastry et al. [8] have proposed using an input dictionary to help with the mutation. They
create a dictionary that can act as be used by other fuzzers to aid in mutation if they use insertion
or override mutation operators. This is designed for programs or simple protocols which take a
structured input. They use abstract syntax tree (AST) to pass syntax analysis and Control flow
graph(CFG) to pass semantic analysis and using that they generate input constructs. Application
protocols are usually specified by their state machines and message format, but here the authors
do not take state machines in the account. Their method is applicable only if you have the source
code available.
Veggalam et al. [9] proposed a fuzzing framework for interpreters using a genetic
algorithm. The input here is code as that will be the input to an interpreter. Thus, it is very
9

important that to preserve syntax and semantics. The input to their framework is context-free
grammar, test suite, and some test sample. It generates a parse tree from the context-free grammar
of a language and also extracts code fragment from the test sample for different non-terminals in
the grammar. It then chooses some random code fragment of the input code for replacing them
with new fragments with the help of an expansion algorithm or by just replacing them with
another random code fragment having same non-terminal. Their expansion algorithm selects a
non-terminal and uses one of the corresponding production rules for the same non-terminal to
replace it. Now, randomly select a set of non-terminals from the now incomplete parse tree and
then randomly select set of production rules for all the non-terminals and repeat this iteratively till
some fixed number of times. Replace all remaining non-terminals with corresponding code
fragments. The output fragment they generate is then passed to fitness function to measure their
fitness. They consider structural aspects and interpreter feedback for fitness evaluation. Feedback
includes warnings, execution timeouts, errors, crashes, etc. while structural aspects include
cyclomatic/structural complexity. This method is limited only to interpreters and depends on the
quality of test samples provided.
Ruiter et al. [10] describe a state machine learning technique to extract the state machines
from protocol implementations of TLS and then doing a manual analysis to look for
vulnerabilities. They use a framework for automata learning called Learnlib which runs on a
modified version of L* algorithm. Leanrlib along with a set of messages is provided as input to
test the implementation (called system under test).
Lahmadi et al. [11] test the security and robustness of their protocol stack through
fuzzing. They replicate interactions between devices to apply fuzzing algorithms in specific
places in the communication process. They developed a Scapy [12] plugin to do the assembly,
disassembly, and fuzzing of the 6LoWPAN protocol. It uses scenarios which include what is the
sequences of packets the target expects and how it should reply back. Scenarios are defined using
10

XML. They support the application of different mutation operators over different scenarios. It
injects 6LoWPAN packets through an 802.15.4 embedded driver to arbitrary modify that packets
using either random bits/fields mutation or a custom mutation operator. One of the major
contributions of this papers is that use of scenarios greatly helps in automatically identifying
unexpected behavior. But this method is rule-based, and its accuracy depends on how good
scenario-based model you can create which can be quite challenging for some of the protocols.
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Chapter 3
Internet of Things Landscape
There are multiple definitions of the Internet of Things on the Internet. Wikipedia defines
IoT as a network of physical devices, vehicles, home appliance and other items embedded with
electronics, software, sensors, actuators, and network connectivity which enables these objects to
connect and exchange data [13]. One simple way to think about the IoT is to say that they are
everyday objects having some computing power whose primary objective is not to compute but
are connected to some network to send and receive some data.
Internet of things consists of three main parts: Sensors, Processors, and Actuators.
Sensors collect the data from the surroundings, send them to processors to process the data which
in turn send some commands to actuators that perform some action based on processed
information from processors. Some examples of sensors can are thermostat sensor which senses
the temperature, GPS sensors which sense the location, heart rate sensor to record heartbeat,
video feed from the camera, etc. Processors use the data sent by sensors in order to make sense of
that data and process that data so as to do some meaningful work. Processors can be the
computers or memory in the device or on the cloud. Some example of actuators is changing the
temperature of air conditioning by the thermostat, applying break in an autonomous vehicle,
triggering an alarm based on motion detection in a smart camera, etc.
In this chapter, we discuss how the IoT security landscape looks like. In 3.1 we look at
the challenges of security in general and why it becomes more difficult when it comes to the
Internet of Things. We also look at some of the top reason for security attacks on IoT devices and
briefly talk about the Mirai Malware. In 3.2 we look at what two major players in mobile phone
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market Apple and Google are planning to tackle the issue of security and privacy in the Internet
of Things.

3.1 Security challenges
Security in the age of Internet itself is very complex and hard. It is way easier to attack on
the Internet than to defend. Modern computer systems are more complex with a very large attack
surface. An attacker just needs to find one weakest link in the complex and large systems and
exploit it any time of the day or month or year while the defender has to put in mechanism to
protect each and every attack surface 24x7. Attackers usually don’t have to follow any kind of
law while the defender has to defend by staying within the law. We also have to take in the
consideration that quite a lot of code being used in the modern complex system is old and in quite
a few cases poorly written making it easier for an attacker to find vulnerabilities. We already have
these challenges when we deal with security, but the Internet of things has added more challenges
to this existing problem.
There are seven more challenges apart from above which Internet of Things add when it
comes to security and privacy. First is that it is difficult and expensive to implement agile security
in IoT devices. Security in any systems is implemented in two ways [14]. One is to test a system
extensively then release it. For example, we extensively test cars/airplanes for safety and then
release them in the market. Other is to release the system in the market and keep on updating it
security by sending some updates and patches frequently as we do with most of the software
especially operating system which is called agile security. This form of security becomes very
difficult to implement in IoT devices because of software and hardware constraints. Even if there
is an option to update there have been studies like the one by canonical [15] which have shown
that 40 % of consumer never update their device and only 31% update them as soon as the
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updates are available. While it may be easier for manufacturers to patch an IoT device like a
camera which can be connected to the Internet but that becomes difficult when it comes to
medical IoT devices which are not connected to the Internet.
Second, IoT market, unlike the traditional computer market, is not controlled by large
players like Microsoft, Apple or Google but by small manufacturers. These manufacturers usually
don’t have a very big R&D budget and choose not to spend too much money on security. Quite a
few of the manufactures who specialize in hardware do not have expertise in designing secure
software for their devices. One more result of this that since there too many small manufactures
there is no standardization for developing and deploying IoT devices. Every small manufacturer
uses hardware, operating system, protocols of their choice.
Third, introduction to IoTs has resulted in creating, even more, attack surfaces [16] for an
attacker to attack. In a network now, we have IoT to IoT interaction, IoT to a hub/coordinator
interaction, IoT to gateway interaction, coordinator/hub to gateway interaction, IoT to controller
interaction, service to service interaction and so on. Regarding the device itself, attackers have
now new surfaces like device memory, a device interface (web interface, physical interface,
admin interface, cloud interface, etc.), IoT’s firmware, 3rd party APIs, etc.
Fourth, due to a huge number and types of IoT devices being used nowadays along with
the huge volume of data generated a result in a phenomenon known as sensor fusion [17]. Sensor
fusion happens when the data is derived more than one sensor data result in more meaningful than
the individual data from which it is derived. Such a fusion is a very big privacy risk if not handled
properly. For example, heart rate monitor’s data when combined with respiration monitor's data
can reveal if the user consumes tobacco, alcohol or other drugs each of which produces unique
biometric signatures [18]. Heart rate monitor’s data or respiration monitor's data alone was not
able to draw that conclusion. Thus, preserving the privacy of IoT ecosystem is a big challenge.
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Fifth, Stakes are very high when it comes to IoT security. Unlike the security breaches in
traditional computers which usually result in a monetary loss, security breaches in IoT devices
might result in physical or phycological damages. IoT devices are physical devices which are
capable of performing some physical actions like applying brakes on your car, powering your
home, changing the temperature of your home, lock/unlock your doors, pumping insulin, etc.
Thus, the margin of error has to be very less.
Sixth, the lifespan of some IoT devices can be very large, and that makes it difficult to
secure. We don’t expect our phones to last for more than four years and we have a new updated
version of a phone’s hardware and software almost every year. Thus, mobiles or even computers
can take advantages of new hardware to help with the security. But same cannot be said for some
IoT devices. A smart car manufactured in 2017 should still be secure enough to drive in 2029 as
well. In other words, devices like refrigerator or thermostat or even cars have a much larger
lifespan, so they have to be secured with same old hardware for years.
Last but one of the most important, their numerous hardware, software, and network
constraints when it comes to IoTs. Most of the IoT devices are cheap thus when it comes to
hardware IoTs do not have the luxury for implementing sophisticated asymmetric encryption
mechanism or use some complex algorithm to protect privacy or enhance security. These devices
have low computing power, memory or energy input compared to traditional computer/mobile
phones. Most of IoT devices also do not have any screen or any kind of visual feedback to
interact with the users. Thus, the device has no mechanism to ask for user input or user’s
permission on its own. IoTs are also constrained on software side especially when it comes to
active and dynamic patching of vulnerabilities. They don’t run a full-fledged operating system
like a mobile or a computer. Even inside the network, there are new constraints attached to IoT
devices including scalability, mobility, multi-protocol support and changing topology to name a
few.
15

To sum up, lack of any standardization among IoT manufactures, heterogeneity of data
and types of devices along with the huge volume of data present some unique security and
privacy concerns when it comes to the Internet of Things.
As stated earlier IoTs have introduced new attack surfaces for attackers to attack. New
attacks surfaces can be based on a property of devices i.e. what action can an IoT device do,
based on the location of the devices in terms of network, based on access level attacker can have,
based on data flow like a man in the middle, based on the host or based on the protocol a device
uses. Then there are physical attacks as well such as rooting Amazon’s Alexa to turn it into a
wiretap [19].
Open web application security project (OWASP) has identified top 10 reasons for attacks
on IoTs [20]. These include insecure web/cloud/mobile/user interface, insufficient authentication,
insecure network services, lack of transport encryption, sensor/data fusion, inefficient security of
configurations, poorly written insecure design/coding practices and poor physical security.
One of the common attacks on IoT devices now a day is hijacking them and turning them
into a botnet. [21] IoT botnets are not new but in recent time has a scale at an exponential rate.
One of the biggest DDoS attack ever recorded (by volume) was done by using an IoT botnet
called Mirai [22]. Mirai took advantage of poor/default password practices along with insecure
interfaces of some IP camera to launch a massive 1 Tbps attack in 2016 with around 500,000 IoT
devices [2]

3.2 Upcoming platforms
In this section, we look at two biggest players in the mobile industry, Apple, and Google
and see what are they doing to secure IoT ecosystem by introducing their own IoT platforms. The
reason we are looking at them is that we think mobile has a very important role to play in IoT
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ecosystem as almost all of the IoT devices are to be controlled from mobile phones. Moreover,
these companies have the resources required to build or enforce a secure IoT ecosystem. Apple
has released their own framework for IoTs called HomeKit [23]. Section 3.2.1 discusses what
Apple's HomeKit is and what are its security features. Google has also forayed into the IoT space.
With nearly 81.7 % smartphone users running Android [24] Google can be the most prominent
player in the market. Google is offering multiple work streams for IoT from cloud [25] to OS [26]
to communication protocol [27]. We discuss Google’s Android things; an OS built for IoTs.

3.2.1 Apple HomeKit

Overview
Apple has introduced “HomeKit” [28]: A platform that allows the connected device to
communicate with each other and ensures that Apple’s devices become a key controlling
component. HomeKit by itself is a home automation framework that can be used for developing
apps for iOS devices. HomeKit allows the applications in iOS devices to communicate with
HomeKit integrated IoT devices. In HomeKit the application and IoT device need not be from the
same manufacturer thus devices from different manufacturers can be used together in the same
third-party application. A third-party application can perform three major functions [23]: First, It
can discover and add different IoT devices to a persistent and cross-device home configuration
database. Second, view, use or modify the data in the home configuration database. Third, It
communicates with the different IoT devices and their services to perform actions like locking up
a door or raising the temperature.
IoT objects are stored in a database residing on the user’s iOS device, which is
synchronized over iCloud to other iOS devices for multi-user devices. The common database
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which is used by all HomeKit apps consists of information about all the IoT devices in a user
home(s). A Home is further divided into zones (like the first floor or second floor) and Rooms
(living room has smart light; bedroom has two other smart lights).

Figure 3-1 HomeKit’s common database shared by different apps

HomeKit acts an interface between IoT devices and the apps. HomeKit has two
components: a set of iOS APIs which is used for developing the apps and second is an
application-level protocol called HomeKit Accessory Protocol (HAP) that is used for
communication between iOS devices and IoT devices.
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Figure 3-2 HomeKit architecture

Apple calls the IoT devices as an “accessory” [29]. Thus, for further discussion about
HomeKit, we also refer to IoT devices as accessories.

Home Configuration
HomeKit views a home as collection different accessories. Home is nothing but label
bundle together a group of accessories. It uses the same view for its database. Thus, the hierarchy
of the basic data containers contains following classes: Home(HMHome) is a top-level container
which has some accessories. In the database, there can be multiple homes based on users use
case. Inside the Home, you can have multiple rooms(HMRooms). Rooms are again nothing but
label decided by the user. Zones (HMZone) is an optional grouping of two or more rooms (like
the first floor, upstairs, etc.). These labeling of rooms and zones make it easy to control a group of
IoT devices. Accessories (HMAccessory) are the IoT devices inside the user’s home. They have
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to be assigned to some room. If the user has not defined any room or has not assigned any room
to particular accessory (IoT device), then it is automatically assigned to a default room of the
home. Services provided by the accessories (IoT devices) are in Services (HMService). Services
can be user controllable like turning on a lamp or accessories services like updated the firmware
or logging services.

Figure 3-3 HomeKit Home

Home Control
Home control has two components home sharing and remote access. In-home sharing, the
user can share the access to devices to different users to control the devices but not the ability to
change the configuration of home. The guest user cannot rename the accessories (IoT devices) or
delete them from the home. They also cannot add new accessories or delete the home itself
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Figure 3-4 HomeKit access sharing

Remote access as the name suggests gives the ability to control all the devices at home
remotely. For this IoT device connects to the iCloud when the user is not on the same network
and cant use wifi or Bluetooth to communicate with IoT devices. The user can then communicate
with IoT devices via iCloud. In order to enable the remote access, it has to be set up while
installing the device. The user will also have to enable two-factor authentication to use this.

Figure 3-5 HomeKit local control
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Figure 3-6 HomeKit remote control

Apart from controlling an accessory or set of accessories directly. The user can also use
some pre-set scenarios to control them in a specific way. One can define a “scene” to control a set
of accessories with one command. For example, one scene could be “night” which is pre-set to
smart-lock being locked, lights being off and intrusion alarm on. Scenes can also be based on
some conditions. The user can define some “triggers” [29] which will trigger an action (or a
scene) based on either time or events. Time trigger is triggered at some specific time like turn off
all the lights at 8 am. The event trigger is triggered because of some event occurrence. The event,
in this case, can be a state of the device or can be geofence related.

HomeKit Accessory Protocol(HAP)
HomeKit Accessory protocol is an application protocol to facilitate communication
between IoT devices and iOS app. Currently, HAP supports Bluetooth and IP as the transports.
HAP defines some characteristics & services. Characteristic is nothing but a functionality of the
device that user can interact with. These characteristics are then divided into groups of related
functionalities called services. For example for a smart garage door it would look like :
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accessory : {
service1 : “public.hap.accessory-information” {
characteristic : “serial-number”
characteristic : “identify”
}
service2 : “public.hap.garage-door-opener” {
characteristic : “target-state”
characteristic : “current-state”
characteristic : “obstruction-detected”
}
service3 : “public.hap.lightbulb” {
characteristic : “on”
}
}

Security
In this section, we discuss the security features of Apple’s HomeKit. HomeKit has
following security features [30]:
1. Bi-directional authentication which means not only does the iOS device has to
authenticate itself to IoT device, but IoT device has to authenticate itself as well
when talking to an iOS device.
2. Per session encryption which means there is new key for encryption for every
newly established connection.
3. Perfect forward secrecy meaning encryption key used in a particular session
cannot be used to decrypt messages from any previous or future session.
4. End to End Encryption based on the key shared by only the iOS device and the
IoT device and no one else, not even apple can snoop on the traffic.
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Identification, paring and authentication HomeKit uses Ed25519 public-private key pairs
based on elliptic curves [29]. To exchange key HomeKit uses Secure Remote Password (3072bit) protocol. It utilizes a code (usually eight digits) [30] provided by the accessory’s
manufacturer to be entered on the iOS device by the user which is then encrypted using
ChaCha20-Poly1305 AEAD [31] which is stream cipher faster than AES with HMAC-based Key
Derivation Function and Secure hash function HKDF-SHA-512 [32] derived keys. The device’s
MFi [29]certification is also verified during setup.
All the HomeKit data is for storing or back up is always encrypted using keys derived
from a random nonce and user’s HomeKit identity. Additionally, HomeKit data is stored using
Data Protection class Protected Until First User Authentication. Access to the home data by a
HomeKit app is based on user’s privacy settings. Similar to normal apps HomeKit asks the user
for access to home data for the first time. The user may choose to allow or deny such requests.
IoT device can connect to the iCloud when the user is not on the same network and cant
use wifi or Bluetooth to communicate. This feature is called iCloud remote access. iCloud remote
access has to be enabled when setting up an IoT device for the first time. When setting up IoT
device has to sign a challenge using the Apple Authentication Coprocessor that’s built into all
HomeKit accessories (IoT devices), an X.509 certificate and generate key pairs using prime256v1
elliptic curve. When a user wants to control his/her IoT device, then he sends the command via
his iOS device which goes through the iCloud. iCloud, iOS device and the IoT device are
mutually authenticated, and data is kept encrypted as usual. Because of the end to end encryption,
even Apple cannot intercept and see the communication.
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HomeKit for hardware manufacturers
For the device, hardware manufactures HomeKit works with their device only if they are
registered under Apples’s Made for iPhone/iPad/iPod (Mfi )program [29]. Where devices should
meet the hardware, requirements set up by Apple. They have to purchase a license, install an
authentication IC and pass extensive security tests [33]

3.2.2 Google Android Things
Google has introduced “Android Things” [26] previously called Brillo which is a lower
version of Android to be used for cheap and low-end IoT hardware so as to help developers
develop high quality, scalable and secure IoT devices. Android Things is able to run on low
amounts of storage, memory, and power with fewer system requirements built on Android kernel
making the OS ideal for IoT devices. It can work with as low as 32 MB of RAM.

Figure 3-7 Android Things architecture
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Hardware
Designing hardware from scratch is hard. There are a lot of design considerations like
noise, interference, frequency manipulation, etc. needed to be made. Android things provide a
turnkey hardware solution so as to make it easy for developers to develop for IoTs based on the
idea of System on the module (SoM) based architecture. Android things come with a developer
kit which as of September 2017 supports NXP Pico i.MX7D, NXP Pico i.MX6UL, NXP Argon
i.MX6UL, NXP SprIoT i.MX6UL and Raspberry Pi3 [34]. SoMs integrate the System on Chip
(SoC), RAM, Flash Storage, WiFi, Bluetooth and other components onto a single board. All the
developer kits' hardware comes with all of the necessary FCC certifications so a developer need
not worry about obtaining them. Board support package(BSP) [35] for all the hardware is
managed by Google. Thus, Google will provide standard update and patches for the hardware.
Android Thing's hardware comes with a Console. The console is used to install and update the
system image on supported hardware devices. Using the console, developers and device makers
can [36]:
1. Download and install the latest Android Things system image
2. Build factory images that contain OEM applications along with the system image
3. Push over-the-air (OTA) updates, including OEM applications and the system
image, to devices

SDK
Android things SDK is similar to mobile Android SDK [37] as it contains similar google
play services variant optimized for IoT, same UI toolkit, multimedia support and connectivity
APIs. Android things an app can easily integrate with other popular Google services like
Firebase, TensorFlow and Google Cloud platform using the existing android libraries. Android
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Things is optimized for a single application use. Unlike the mobile android systems apps are not
present thus, the app developed is launched as soon the devices is turned on resulting in a faster
boot time and lower memory use. Android Things comes with "Things Support library" which
nothing but a library with additional APIs so as to integrate with new types of hardware not found
on mobile devices. Things support library includes Peripheral I/O API which let your apps
communicate with sensors and actuators using industry standard protocols and interfaces and
User Driver API that allow apps to inject hardware events into the framework so that any other
app can use these using the standard Android APIs [37]. Unlike mobile Android, notifications are
not supported. For permissions, it has to be declared in the app’s manifest. Normal permissions
are granted at install time, and other critical permissions are granted on the next device reboot and
do not require run-time checks [37].

Security
The core strategy for Android Things security is to build security features in the platform
and enabling them all by default and to maintain them over a period of time via updates. Most of
the infrastructure required for all this is run by Google, which takes that pressure off from
developers and manufacturers. This is very helpful as security in IoT is more of an economic
problem than technical. Android Things has the five built-in security features:
1. OS Hardening, meaning all the programs which are running in the OS run on the
principle of least privilege. This reduces the attack surfaces. There are no runtime
permissions for Android things but install-time permissions which limits
attacker’s capability when it gets access to your application. Like mobile android,
there is a separated sandbox, mandatory access control with SELinux, syscall
filtering, etc.
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2. Updates, Google will build and serve all the updates regularly so that developer
does not need to run update infrastructure. The updates are automatic and go to
all the devices meaning updates get automatically downloaded and installed on
the devices in AB fashion, i.e., there will be two copies of OS to boot from one
with the new update and one with the older version. If the newly pushed updated
for some reason has some issues device will boot from the older version,

Figure 3-8 Updates in Android Things

3. Verified Boot, this uses cryptographic signatures to verify each bootloader before
it is executed. Here also Google take care of signing, and developers don’t need
to run any sorts of signing infrastructure. This comes with an option of rolling
back the signed update as well.
4. Hardware-backed Keys to encrypt and authenticate sensitive and persistent data.
5. Attestation is authentication for devices using some factory key. Attestation is an
optional security feature but can be used to attest that the devices are authentic
android things device, an authentic instance of the popular product, device
identity, verified boot state and so on. The key for attestation is provided by
Google. It also supports anonymous attestation [38]. (with one public but many
private keys)
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Chapter 4
Design of IoT Protocol Fuzzer

This chapter describes the design of the framework that we propose. In section 4.1 we
describe the challenges, and then in section 4.2, we discuss the design.

4.1 Challenges
Although there are plenty of fuzzers out in the industry very few of them are specifically
designed for generic protocols. Out of the handfuls, the fuzzers focusing on IoT protocols are
rare. What makes developing an IoT protocol fuzzer challenging is that there are too many IoT
related protocols and they come with plenty of constraints. They tend to focus on the input
(packets in terms of protocol fuzzer) but not on the sequence of input. The sequence becomes
very important when dealing with protocols. In most of the cases, input generated by fuzzers does
not reach the target as it gets dropped because of illegal sequence or field [7]. The mutation
strategy some of the fuzzers use is usually focused on finding what part to mutate while leaving
where to mutate which can possibly provide us with more coverage and diversity. Most the of
techniques are only applicable when we have a well-defined grammar or state machine. They also
do not take in the ‘Context’ while mutating. This becomes important for those type of IoT devices
which have to work with different types of data in different context. Not checking for context can
lead to privacy leakages. Most of the fuzzers mutate blindly; they lack mutation strategy that is
not random. They often assume that every mutation has an equal probability of having a crash
which is not true and this leads to a dumber fuzzers which wastes a lot of time in trying to mutate
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inputs/seed which in many cases will be out rightly rejected by the target. Most of the fuzzers also
ignore the time as a factor while mutating thus unable to catch race-time related vulnerabilities.
Usually, modeling is suboptimal. Most of them are still blind fuzzing. We try to solve some if not
all of the problems by proposing a model which makes fuzzing an IoT protocol a lot smarter.

4.2 Overview of the design
We first learn and form the state machine for the testing protocol and then create a
directed graph representation (along with the transition). From the directed graph, we leverage the
shortest path from the start state to the final state. After mutation, we will eventually go from
shortest to longest so as to cover all possibilities thereby getting more code coverage. Whenever
there are ties, we randomly break them. After mutation, we will eventually go from shortest to
longest so as to cover all possibilities thereby getting more code coverage. We start out mutation
from the bottom and then move towards the top.
For mutation: Mutation starts with terminals and goes to non-terminals as well.
Eventually covering all the states. We mutate based on Context, timings, feedback/fitness,
probability, code coverage along with standard mutation operator. We can also place a priority on
each mutation operator based on manual or ML-based analysis of previous crashes.
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Figure 4-1 Design of our mutation based IoT protocol fuzzer’s framework

4.3 State machine representation
One key property of a good fuzzer is that it should be able to generate a very diverse set of inputs
with as few inputs possible. In other words, if there two fuzzers one that can generate the set of
100,000 inputs which provides say 80% of possible input coverage and other fuzzer that can
generate set of 70,000 inputs which say provides 80% of possible input coverage then the second
fuzzer is considered to be more efficient. Along the same lines, we want to cover all possible
states that a protocol or a device might be in. Thus, we take the help of the state machine diagram
of a protocol or a device. Here we can either manually create the state machine using
specifications, or this can be automated by inferring state machine from real-world network traces
in case of some protocols. We create a directed graph from the state machine to represent all the
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possible states a protocol goes through. One complete path from one of the start states to one of
the final start states represents one valid communication path. Our mutation starts by picking one
of the possible paths. We modify Depth First Search a little to find all possible paths between
start and end states. We begin from one of the start states and keep track of visited states. When
we reach one of the end states, we take all the states from our visited state data structure and store
them as a path. We make sure that we don’t end up in an infinite loop by marking the current
state as visited state. To keep it simple we start with one of the shortest paths (If there is a tie, we
break it randomly). Once we have fuzzed one particular path, we move on to the other paths.

Figure 4-2 Example of state machine directed graph

Thus, eventually covering all possible paths in the end.

4.4 Packet representation
As stated earlier we want to make our fuzzer more efficient by creating more diverse sets of
inputs. In the previous section we tried to do this by covering all the states for a protocol now, we
narrow it down more by focusing on packet structure. After selecting a path which we want to
fuzz we now select what packets are involved in the transitions. From there we identify a packet
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and represent a packet in the form of a tree where each node represents one field of the packet
structure in the same way we create an abstract syntax tree from a given grammar. This gives
flexibility with respect to the fields we would like to mutate with all fields under our scope. Thus,
being efficient.

Figure 4-3 Example of a packet tree

4.5 Mutation
The whole crux of our framework is the mutation. Instead of just mutating traditionally, i.e., using
standard mutation operators like bit flipping, byte flipping, etc. randomly. We mutate based on
location, time and context as a factor. We mutate terminals as well as non-terminals depending on
the packet structure and operator we want to use.

4.5.1 Mutation based on location
For mutation based on location, instead of blindly fuzzing all the fields of packet or packets of all
the state. We mutate first those fields and states which have a higher probability of either creating
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a vulnerability or creating a more diversified input. We can choose to apply different strategies to
identify which field or state to mutate first. This can be based on static analysis, machine learning
algorithm based on previously recorded crashes/vulnerabilities, manual analysis or a combination
of all three, etc. One example of manual analysis is that we prohibit our fuzzer mutate field of
checksum in a packet as in almost all of the case if the checksum is not right the packet is going
to get dropped. For example, in the figure below, there might be a higher probability of getting a
vulnerability when mutating Subfield 2 when compared the Field 3.

Figure 4-4 Mutation based on location

4.5.2 Mutation based on time
Mutation-based on time can be done in two ways. One simple way to do this is by mutating timerelated factors like the rate at which the packets are being sent. Another way is to mutate time
related/sensitive fields like time-to-live(TTL) in TCP or Leap indicator, precision in NTP and
manipulate the packet accordingly.
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4.5.3 Mutation based on context
For mutation based on the context, we identify a packet to be processed in one particular context
or a field in the packet which a certain context attached to it. We then mutate the context based on
the different context possible. We can also two different packets which are to be processed in two
different contexts say packet 1 in context A and packet 2 in context B. We then can apply a
simple crossover algorithm to generate a new packet which is an offspring of packet 1 and 2. This
packet might have properties of packet 1 but the context of packet 2. This can be done at payload
level for devices in which we can distinguish between different contexts. Such mutations will
help in identifying privacy bugs.

4.6 Probability score
Once we have generated different inputs based on different mutation strategies we now will have
to play those inputs to the target system. Since for most the system, it is a time-sensitive
operation, i.e., you cannot send all the inputs at once to process. From the inputs we have
generated we have to send our most efficient inputs first in an ideal scenario. For this, we use the
probability score of a packet which is nothing but a probability that such kind of input has been
previously encountered by the target. We prefer to send those set of inputs which have a low
probability score as that indicate that those are uncommon with a diverse structure. This makes
our fuzzer more efficient. For example, in figure 4-5 the input 2 would have a lesser probability
score than the others.
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Figure 4-5 Finding the more diverse input using probability score
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Chapter 5
Evaluation

5.1 Overview: Fuzzing TCP protocol on TP-Link Day/Night cloud camera TL-NC220
We used our framework to design a fuzzer for an IP-Camera by TP-link [39]. Which also has an
inbuilt microphone and motion/sound detector. Its video and audio streams, plus camera
snapshots are available via HTTP. Its firmware is based on Linux. It uses TCP as its transport
protocol and HTTP to stream audio/video or to send/receive commands. The camera had the IP
address of 192.168.2.149 and was connected to Apple’s iPhone 7 running iOS 10.3.2 (also tested
on iOS 11.0.2). Fuzzing was done through a Linux-based OS (Kali 2017.1) running on VMware
on a laptop. We test this device using a very simplistic model of our framework. This device
communicates using TCP protocol on HTTP alternate port 8080 (for video) and 8081(for audio).
Whenever the user changes a property of the camera like changing the orientation or stream or
toggling between night mode and day mode. For example, in case toggling between day/night
mode an HTTP post packet is sent to the camera with its request-URI pointing to
http://192.168.2.149/daynightconf.fcgi this contains information like session id, token and value
for daynight mode configuration. (0 being auto, 1 being day, and 2 be night mode)

Figure 5-1 HTTP post from changing daynightmode to night mode

We used Python and Scapy [12] to build a simple tool based on our design. Scapy is a
tool written in Python for packet manipulation in computer networks which makes it easier to
read/write packet. It also works seamlessly with Wireshark. For evaluating our work on this
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camera, we consider one simple path of state machines to keep things simple.Our main goal here
is not to find and exploit the vulnerabilities with our framework but to check the diversity of the
inputs created by our framework. Thus, we assume to be on the same network as the TP-Link IP
camera when using the fuzzer.

Figure 5-2 Wireshark snapshot of HTTP packets

5.2 Setting up the camera
We set up the camera by connecting it to a wifi network. Once connected we go to the
TP-link camera app to check if the camera is streaming. We then use Wireshark to capture the
traffic between the camera and the phone.

Figure 5-3 Snapshot of captured traffic

We collect 6562 packets capturing the normal traffic of the camera. We use this traffic in
calculating the probability score.
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5.3 Packet structure
We took a TCP packet with HTTP as a payload which is responsible for changing the camera’s
night mode to day mode and create a tree for that. For implementation, we use Scapy to traverse
the tree. We can get all the information about different layers, fields, and values of a packet in a
list or dictionary.

Figure 5-4 Packet tree Structure
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Figure 5-5 Code snippet for traversing layers of packet using scapy

5.4 Mutation
We mutated the packet using a generic mutation operator of bit flipping we also tested this with
other mutation operators like random mutation, byte flipping, know integers, known dictionary
and arithmetic flips. We don’t mutate all packets and all the fields as we mutate based on some
mutation factor which we have randomly chosen for each field manually. We chose mutation
factor to be 0 for checksum field, 0.8 for payload,0.5 for ports and 0.4 for flags. We tried our
experiment with different values but got the fastest result in this configuration.
Instead of randomly mutating we mutate it based on location. We place a high priority on
mutating fields like source/destination port and HTTP payload and low priority on fields like a
checksum. We do not test our mutation strategy of mutation based on context as this was a single
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purpose device. We also mutated rate of packet sending based on TTL, but that did not lead to
any significant result.

Figure 5-6 Code snippet for mutating field based on location

5.5 Probability score
We collected the normal traffic from the camera and used it to assign the probability score on the
basis of payload length. If there were 100 packets out of which packets with length 60 are 60, and
length 1000 are 40 than each of packet with payload length 60 are assigned the score of 0.6 and
the one with length 1000 we assign 0.4.
In our experiment, we had 6562 packets. Based on the count of packets of different size we gave
the probability score of length less than 10 as 0.2011, greater than 10 but less than 60 as 0.047,
length between 60 and 100 as 0.226, length between 100 to 300 as 0.1032, length between 300 to
500 as 0.3168, length between 500 to as 1000 0.0785 and length greater than 1000 as 0.0274.
Let S be the set of observed packets which can further be divided into different groups
based on their length and Si be a subset of S having collection packets whose max length is i. Let
p be one of the packets generated after mutation. Then the probability score of that packet p is:
Probability score of packet p generated by mutation is 𝑃(𝑝 ) = |𝑆𝑖 |/|𝑆| where |S| is the
number of elements in the set of all the packets captured and |Si| is number of packets having the
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same length (or length interval) as packet p (which is i). Si the subset of S having packets of
length of similar to p.

5.6 Results
With the proposed model. We were able to find two vulnerabilities in implementation of
TCP protocol for TP-Link IP camera (NC220). We were able to do denial of service for the video
and audio streaming for the camera by sending just one single packet instead of usual resource
consumption. This packet had a length of 76, and its structure in hexadecimal form is shown in
the figure.

Figure 5-7 Hexadecimal structure of the packet causing DoS

The vulnerability was present because in the implementation of HTTP header as it is not
properly sanitized in HTTP server of the camera and as a result of that the camera does not sync
with new port numbers generated by the streaming device (in our case it was iPhone 7) when it
encounters special characters.
Another vulnerability we found was that we were able to disable the toggle control for video
mode (between night mode and day mode). This was also an implementation error in HTTP
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server of the camera and causes the phone fails to recognize the ack coming from the camera
when it switches the audio and video port and drops the ack.
We used AFL [40] to compare our result. Again, our goal is to compare the diversity of
input generated with AFL and our framework. AFL is one of the most efficient and widely used
opensource fuzzer. It is designed to be practical. Although it has a modest performance overhead,
it works really well as a file based fuzzer. Since we wanted a packet-based fuzzer, we had
transformed the packets into a file with each packet represented as a hexadecimal string. We then
ran AFL on the seed packet as we ran our tool. We then had to convert the strings back to
separate packets to send the mutated packets to the target. Instead of checking for specific values
we check if AFL can mutate the part of the HTTP payload that causes the vulnerability, i.e., the
42nd byte of the packet. While we got the special character packet with our 13th mutated packet on
an average, AFL took 3664 packet mutations on an average with some pre-processing for packet
structure to get to a speical character, 1121 packets on an average when used with probability
score, 673 packets on an average when used with probability score and mutation by location on
an average. This has not to be confused with that we got the same type of vulnerable packet at
13th packet but what it means is on 13th mutation on an average we got a special character in the
packet. Similar things go for AFL.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
IoT technology is now being accepted and integrated into our daily life, and this
technology is here to stay. Because of its wide range of applications in our day to day life, it is
becoming more and more personal with the time. Thus, it is very important to understand the
risks and security challenges involved. Understanding how the IoT platforms by Apple and
Google work is the first step.
IoT devices should be we thoroughly tested. Using a fuzzer is one of the standards in the
testing implementation of a protocol. We were able to overcome some of the challenges faced by
the current fuzzers. We made first of its kind IoT protocol fuzzer which not only works with all
the current fuzzing operators but also introduced three more strategies to mutate: mutation based
on location, mutation based on time and mutation based on context. This design gave us two
vulnerabilities for the TP-Link IP camera.
Our immediate future goal is to rigorously test this framework with more IoT devices and
to compare the performance with the industry tools. In nearby future, the aim is to make this
framework smarter. We would start by making the process of directly creating state machine of a
protocol automatic. Although there has been some work in this area for stateful protocols, it has
not been very accurate. In future, we would like to fuzz and mutate different possible scenarios.
For mutating states, it would be interesting to see if we can introduce some false states or use
crossover algorithms to create new ones and then fuzz. For mutation, it would be interesting to
see how we can make mutation based on location and assignment of probability score more
efficient using different machine learning algorithms. Last but not the least one of the challenge
that we would try to solve is to identify an efficient method which helps in detecting a crash
/abnormality in the target based on the input from fuzzer. Detecting and identifying the cause of it
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in a way that requires minimal manual intervention is something interesting as well as a
challenging problem.
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